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The occupation in Afghanistan is about security for US bases and US “strategic interests.”

The occupation is not about “security” for the Afghan people, any more than the occupation
in  Iraq  is  about  “security”  for  the  Iraqi  people.  Hiring  of  intelligence  staff  won’t  help  the
present ‘unintelligent’ US-NATO activities.

Nor will the present U.S. bombing campaign in Pakistan bring them “democracy” — the
many “apologies” for killing civilians ring hollow.

Too  many  innocent  civilians  have  suffered  murder  for  this  U.S.-NATO “security”  in  the  so-
called “War on Terror.” In the last two months, civilian deaths have multiplied exponentially.
US contempt for life is evident.

The world is correct in worrying about the “two page note”that holds NATO in wedlock with
Afghanistan. This same Washington Post article also writes about ‘security’ for the death
dealers: “the conduct of ongoing military operations gives U.S. troops “a status equivalent”
to diplomatic immunity and exempting them from any Afghan “disciplinary authority” or
legal jurisdiction. For this reason, immunity will be a problem in Afghanistan, just as it is in
Iraq.

Afghanistan has never been and is not a “Just War;” is not the “Right War;” is not a “Good
War.” Unfortunately, many “Good people” believe that it is.
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